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NEUTRON DOSIMETRY PROGRAM

The Mound personnel neutron dosimetry program utilizes TLD albedo technology. The neutron

dosimeter design incorporates a two-element spectrometer for site-specific neutron quality determination

and empirical application of field neutron calibration factors. _S)esignelements feature two Li(6)F (TLD-

600) chips for neutron detection and one Li(7)F (TLD-700) chip for gamma compensation of the TLD-

600 chips. One TLD-600 chip is Cadmium shielded on the front side of the dosimeter, the other is

Cadmium shielded from the back side. Tin filters are placed opposite of the Cadmium shield on each

of the TLD-600 chips and on both sides of the TLD-700 chip for symmetrically equivalent gamma

absorption characteristics. Neutron quality determination is accomplished by the albedo neutron-to-

incident thermal neutron response ratio above the Cadmium cutoff. This front Cadmium shielded-to-back

Cadmium shielded response ratio, compensated for the presence of gamma radiation, provides the basis

for neutron energy calibration via the albedo response curve.

Neutron calibration source energies vary over the range of 1 to 4 MeV inclusive of the following

in order of increasing energy: Polyethylene spherically moderated Pu(238)O(18), Pu(238)F,
Pu(238)O(18), Cf(252), and Pu(239)Be. Data from the various neutron spectra follow the typical albedo

response curve thus providing for the empirical relationship which establishes the algorithm for neutron

dose equivalent.l

PROBLEMS

General problems that occur with field application of the neutron dosimetry program at Mound

include improper use of the dosimeter by the dosimeter wearer, field neutron source configuration

changes, and problems associated with TLD readout/process equipment. One aspect of the design of this

neutron dosimeter is an asymmetrical response geometry. Also, albedo neutron response is dependent

on close proximity of the dosimeter to the body in the torso region of the dosimeter wearer. Neutron

source configuration changes can result from a variety of factors including building or facility

modifications, project scaling up/down, and neutron source strength. These factors can ali result in

neutron spectral variations that must be anticipated in dosimeter design and field use applications.

Additionally, problems associated with the direct contact heating TLD readout/process result in non-

uniform TL chip heating due to mechanically stressed TL materials and encapsulating media (generally
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PTFE teflon). Unreliabl_ readout system performance will encroach without frequent large-scale TL chip

inventory replacement.

SOLUTIONS

Direct solutions to the TLD related neutron dosimetry problems at Mound have included

increasing employee awareness of proper dosimeter use and care through instructional training, brochures,

etc., and changeover to new hot gas, non-contact TLD readout technology via the Harshaw Model 8800

TLD reader. The new Harshaw Model 8800 reader system's non-contact, positive temperature control,

hot nitrogen gas readout process allows an approximate 10-fold increase in TL chip life and a substantial

increase in reliability as related to individual TL chip sensitivity tracking and utilization. The concept

of the Time Temperature Profile (VFP) allows for a wide variety of TL chip size and phosphor types as

well as encapsulation materials, if desired, to be used concurrently in a particular dosimetry system.

Neutron field spectra characterization of the Radioisotopic Thermoelectric Generator (RTG)

Production and Testing Facility and the former hydrogenous imaging via Californium Multiplication

(CFX) Facility was an important aspect of establishing current neutron spectral and dosimetric

conditions. 2 This provides for an applied, long term solution by application of a standard against which

future facility and/or neutron source type modifications can be evaluated.

Additional, more comprehensive solutions include adaptation of a combined TLD/TED

(Electrochemical Track Etch Dosimeter) with an appropriate algorithm for neutron dose equivalent

determination, lt is suggested that the TLD component be used as a qualitative indicator of neutron dose,

while the TED component be used as a qualitative indicator of neutron dose, while the TED component

be used in the actual quantitative evaluation of the neutron dose equivalent due to its apparent sensitivity

and greater flexibility as a neutron spectrometer. Application of electrochemical TED technology was

attempted at Mound during the 1986-88 U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) field test evaluation and

preliminary implementation program, however, achievement of applied "FED capability did not

materialize. Although technical interest in TED has been very good (electrochemical TED's good energy
response range and minimum detectible neutron dose capabilities) throughout the DOE community, an

overall lack of support of technical programs at the managerial/administrative levels has resulted in lack

of available programmatic funding. Issues such as cost of automation and increased technical staffing

requirements have become more important than the apparent technological solution of vastly improved

neutron dosimetry via electrochemical TED. A greater emphasis is now being placed on achieving

compliance with sub-state-of-the-art technology such that emphasis on development and production of new

viable technological solutions is becoming less and less due to cost effectiveness issues alone. Worker

health, safety, and protection issues such as the ability to measure defined quantities to smaller degrees

and As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principles are not being adequately addressed.

Currently, personnel neutron dosimetry in the United States is undergoing a technological

applications stalemate of similar proportions to that seen in the overall economic sector, lt is this author's

suggestion that in this current climate of greater emphasis on compliance mid lesser emphasis on new

viable solutions, that technological directive and guidance will be mandatory before allocation of
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resources will occur in the field. In order to implement technologies such as electrochemical TED past

the research and development bench and into small, medium, and large-sealed applied personnel

dosimetry systems, adequate lead time of at least two budget cycles must be given these directives in

order for programmatic impact to occur.
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